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Abstract
A useful statistical relation between normal linear experimentsN.A; V / andN.B;
W/ is reduced in [Ste¸pniak, Statistics 30 (1998) 279–289] to the matrix conditions A0.V C
AA0/−A− B 0.W C BB 0/−B > 0 and r.V C AA0/− r.A/ > r.W C BB 0/− r.B/. The aim
of this note is to present a characterization of these conditions in terms of linear transforma-
tions. This characterization may be useful for matrix theory and practice. © 2000 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Notation and statistical background
The classical vector–matrix notation is used here. Among others, ifM is a matrix,
then M 0; R.M/; r.M/ and PM denote, respectively, the transposition, the range
(column space), the rank of M and the orthogonal projector on R.M/. By M− and
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MC, respectively, is denoted a generalized inverse and the Moore–Penrose general-
ized inverse ofM . The symbolM > 0 means thatM is nonnegative definite (n.n.d.).
Let us consider two random vectorsX and Y of dimensions n andm, respectively.
Suppose X is subject to a normal linear modelN.A; V / and Y is subject to a
normal linear model N.B; W/, where A; B; V and W are known matrices,
while  2 Rp and  > 0 are unknown parameters. In this context X is said to be at
least as good as Y if for any parametric function  D k0 C c and for any unbi-
ased estimator O D O .Y /, whenever such exists, there exists an unbiased estimator
Q D Q .X/ such that var. Q / 6 var. O / for all  and  .
Since the minimal sufficient statistics in the modelsN.A; V / andN.B; W/
are complete, thus, by [2,3], X is at least as good as Y if and only if
A0.V C AA0/−A− B 0.W C BB 0/−B > 0 (1.1)
and
r.V C AA0/− r.A/ > r.W C BB 0/− r.B/: (1.2)
A characterization of these conditions in terms of linear transformations plays an
important role in comparison of linear experiments and may be useful for matrix
theory and practice. A corresponding result given in [2, Proposition 5] includes a
misprint and its proof is incomplete. The aim of this note is to present this result in a
selfcontained algebraic form and to complete its proof.
2. Main result
The following theorem is the main result in this paper.
Theorem 2.1. For arbitrary n p matrix A andm p matrix B and for arbitrary
symmetric n.n.d. matrices V andW such that R.A/  R.V / and R.B/  R.W/ the
following are equivalentV
(i) A0V −A− B 0W−B is n.n.d. and r.V /− r.A/ > r.W/− r.B/:
(ii) There exists an m n matrix F such that B D FA and a symmetric n.n.d. ma-
trix G of order m such that R.G/  R.FV / and
FVF 0 CG D W: (2.1)
(iii) There exists an m n matrix F such that B D FA and a symmetric n.n.d. ma-
trix H of order n such that R.H/  R.V / and
F.V CH/F 0 D W: (2.2)
This theorem is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For arbitrary n p matrix A and m p matrix B the following are
equivalentV
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(a) A0A− B 0B is n.n.d. and n− r.A/ > m− r.B/.
(b) There exists anm nmatrix F such thatB D FA and a symmetric n.n.d. matrix
G of order m such that R.G/  R.F/ and
FF 0 CG D Im: (2.3)
(c) There exists anm nmatrix F such thatB D FA and a symmetric n.n.d. matrix
H of order n such that
F.In CH/F 0 D Im: (2.4)
Remark 2.1. If F is any matrix satisfying either (b) or (c) then r.F / D m .
Lemma 2.2 is a correct version of Proposition 3 in [2], where the condition
R.G/  R.F/ is missing. For the proof of this lemma we refer to [2].
Here is a complete proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof. Since R.A/  R.V / and R.B/  R.W/, the expressions A0V −A and
B 0W−B do not depend on the choice of generalized inverses V − and W−. Thus,
without loss of generality, one can restrict to the Moore–Penrose generalized inverses
VC and WC.
Let V D Pn1iD1 iviv0i and W D
Pm1
iD1 iwiw0i be spectral decompositions of the
matrices V and W . We define
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A1 D V1A and B1 D W1B:
Then A0V CA D A01A1, B 0WCB D B 01B1, r.V / D n1, r.W/ D m1, r.A1/ D r.A/,
r.B1/ D r.B/, V 02V2 D V , W 02W2 D W , and, moreover,
V1V V
0
1 D V2V 01 D In1 and W1WW 01 D W2W 01 D Im1 (2.5)
while PV D V 02V1 and PW D W 02W1 are the orthogonal projectors on R.V / and
R.W/, respectively.
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Now the condition (i) may be presented in the form
(a0) A01A1 − B 01B1 is n.n.d. and n1 − r.A1/ > m1 − r.B1/:
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, the condition (a0) is equivalent to any of the
following:
(b0) There exists an m1  n1 matrix F1 such that B1 D F1A1 and a symmetric
n.n.d. matrix G1 of orderm1 such that R.G/  R.F1/ and F1F 01 CG1 D Im1 :
(c0) There exists an m1  n1 matrix F1 such that B1 D F1A1 and a symmetric
n.n.d. matrix H1 of order n1 such that F1.In1 CH/F 01 D Im1 .
Thus it remains to prove that .b0/ () .ii/ and .c0/ () .iii/.
.ii/ H) .b0/: First note that if F and G satisfy (ii) then PWF and PWG also sat-
isfy the condition. Thus, without loss of generality, one can assume that PWF D F
and PWG D G: Then, by the identities (2.5), the condition (2.1) may be presented in
the form
W 02W1FV 02V1VV 01V2F 0W 01W2 CG D W:
Now, by setting W1FV 02 D F1, since V1VV 01 D In1 , we get W 02F1F 01W2 CG D
W . The last, through the left-hand side multiplying by W1 and the right-hand side
multiplying by W 01, leads to the desired identity F1F 01 CG1 D Im1 with G1 D
W1GW
0
1. It remains to verify thatR.G1/  R.F1/ andF1A1 D B1. Really,R.G1/ D
R.W1G/  R.W1FV / D R.F1V2/  R.F1/ and F1A1 D W1FV 02V1A D W1FAD W1B D B1:
.iii/ H) .c0/: Similarly as before, one can assume, without loss of generality,
that PWF D F and PVHPV D H . Then (2:2) may be presented as
F
(
V 02V1VV 01V2 C V 02V1HV 01V2

F 0 D W;
or, asF1.In1 CH1/F 01 D Im1 , whereF1 D W1FV 02 andH1 D V1HV 01. Since the iden-
tity F1A1 D B1 was already shown, the desired implication is proved.
.b0/ H) .ii/: Let F1 and G1 satisfy .b0/. Then, by the identities (2.5) and by a
respective multiplication, we get
W 02F1V1V
0
2V2V
0
1F
0
1W2 CW 02G1W2 D W:
Therefore, FVF 0 CG D W , where F D W 02F1V1 and G D W 02G1W2. Moreover,
FA D W 02F1V1A D W 02F1A1 D W 02B1 D W 02W1B D B and R.G/ D R.W 02G1/ 
R.W 02F1/ D R.W 02F1V1V 02/ D R.FV 02/ D R.FV 02V2F 0/ D R.FVF 0/ D R.FV /.
.c0/ H) .iii/: Let F1 and G1 satisfy .c0/. Then
W 02F1V1V 02.In1 CH1/V2V 01F1W2 D W:
Therefore, F.V CH/F 0 D W , where F D W 02F1V1 and H D V 02H1V2. Moreover
FA D B and R.H/ D R.V 02H1/  R.V 02/ D R.V 02V2/ D R.V /.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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